
 

 

THE IYFR OPERATION PLASTIC FREE WATERS REPORT 

The pandemic affected all the world activities during the past year and Op PLASTIC FREE WATERS was no 

exception. The collective or in company activities in the open have been drastically reduced almost to nihil 

with very few exceptions and so was, starting from October 2020, the Rotarians and Rotaractors presence in 

the Schools to create awareness among the students or along the beaches for the traditional Cleanup Days. 

The meetings however have continued mainly virtually on Zoom and other platforms and they have been 

innumerable both at national and international level. Conferences have taken place with Districts and Clubs 

also at International level not necessarily talking only of the Plastic waste connected problems, but also to 

foster our Fellowship. PFW has demonstrated to be a good means of recruiting in a period when the sport or 

other fellowship activities have ceased.  

Maintaining the Fellow Mariners engaged in planning future activities, building and refining the new PFW 

websites https://rotary-iyfr-plasticfreewaters.org/, https://aguaslibresdeplasticos.com.uy/                                              

carrying on the possible services in the specific sector has, in some way, contributed to better proceed even 

if at a reduced speed during the pandemic. 

With the production and subsequent distribution of more than 1.100 fully Biodegradable Facial Masks PFW 

TYPE https://iyfroperationplasticfreewaters.org/mascherine/?lang=en  it has been successfully concluded 

the IYFR Service partially financed by a IYFR GRANT, intended to create awareness on the billions of plastic 

and un-destructible plastic facial masks used daily in the world. Unfortunately, starting with most of the 

Rotary Club and Districts involved, people seem not to care enough about the problem. It might be that we 

are poor communicators but there are doubts that this is the only reason. Once business and profit have 

reached the   top of the attention curve, there are little chances to be listened. There are strong doubts 

whether to continue on this course with special biodegradable Spanish made FP2 still to be certified, or not. 

The Italian District seem not to be interested. 

The 3 Areas have gone ahead according to their specific programs and at their pace: some Regions have a 

rather lukewarm attitude, others have a more convinced and less skeptical one. To create awareness has 

been the main job during the year but in accordance with the Strategic Plan other activities have gone on: 

• Every possible joint action/cooperation has been sought especially with other Rotarian Action 

Groups like ESRAG and beyond. Cooperation with these Groups, including non-Rotarians has 

widened PFW horizons. 

• The PFW Scientific and Technical Team has evaluated the sustainability of recovering the plastic 

waste in open seas and oceanic waters. Both passive and drifting barriers operations as active 

operations carried on by Task Forces of up to 100 vessels have been duly investigated. While the 

passive one has proved to be totally unrealistic, the active ones have proved to be possible but 

unsustainable as far as the cost and ineffective when considering the operations duration versus the 

modest waste retrievable volume. 

https://rotary-iyfr-plasticfreewaters.org/
https://aguaslibresdeplasticos.com.uy/
https://iyfroperationplasticfreewaters.org/mascherine/?lang=en


• A most commendable action has been carried on by the Hawaiian Fleet of Area 2 in successfully 

recovering tons of ghost nets from their waters. This has also led to reconsider the actual possibilities 

of service in the open seas.  

• Once ascertained that the offshore recovery of the plastic garbage is ineffective and unsustainable 

with the exception of the ghost nets and particularly huge thick and dense agglomerates of plastic 

debris, with the help of ESRAG and with the National Coast Guards, it is being activated, a Global 

Reporting Net to which not only IYFORIANS but all those Yacht Club, Societies and individual 

Yachtsmen who will volunteer, can participate simply sending a message to the relevant National CG. 

The message will consist of the picture and the GPS position of the spotted object. PFW is trying to 

have a common APP provided by Rotary for all the participating Countries. This would be of great 

visibility for ROTARY INTERNATIONAL. IYFR PFW has done his share. Let us wait for the rest. 

• The PFW Scientific and Technical Team has evaluated half a dozen of River Barriers Systems and 

selected the two that might be better fit and sustainable. On June 18-20 there will be a sort of show 

event in Rome originated by the Roma Fleet and supported by PFW and local RCs and District. The 

event will be fully covered by local and national media. 

• The Pasig River plastic barrier system that PFW had planned to put in place on most of the drains, 

streams, tributaries of the River has proved MISSION IMPOSSIBLE. It has been clarified that they are 

in excess of 80 that is way too much even for any COMPETITIVE GRANT.  

• The attention has then switched to Target # 2, the Tisza River that is one of the most polluting 

tributaries of the River Danube. It flows in Ukraine and the GG request could start with the RC of 

Uzhgorod and D 2232 home base of the Cherkasy Fleet. 

• In the mean while an ingenious type of self-made barriers has been employed in the Philippines. It is 

basically a long and huge sausage shaped fishing net filled with empty plastic bottles that maintain it 

floating across the drains. However, there are doubts that they can work when the rainy season 

arrives again and the debris flux will rise accordingly.  

• A great work has been done by the Latin America Fleets in spite of the pandemic: their site and the 

closeness to all the initiatives of Area 1 has well promoted OP PFW. They are masters in Media and 

have highly and beautifully contributed for the Interview released to the Rotarian TV net EMERALD 

PLANET TV 

• Recently in Italy taking advantage of the 90th anniversary of the Training Ship Amerigo Vespucci it has 

been organized a virtual visit to the Ship where more than 500 people from all over the world 

attended. With the occasion the Ship’s Captain was made honorary member of IYFR receiving the pin 

an the IYFR Pennant plus the PFW flags. Both are flying aside the UNICEF Flag being the Vespucci its 

Ambassador since 2007. They will be flying side by side during the next cruises. The Italian Vessel 

with the IYFR and PFW Flags will be in Genoa in mid-June during the international event dedicated 

to the next edition of the OCEAN RACE. In that occasion PFW will man a Booth with the main Italian 

Telephon Company. Lectures, meetings and ancillary activities are forecasted. 

• Israel is doing a great job in raising awareness with the students. The recent fights have interrupted 

(we hope momentarily) the forecasted common action with the new DUBAI FLEET, that could not be 

chartered first for the Ramadan and then for the mentioned heavy friction status. 

 

Other actions are in progress the most important being on the Baltic Sea and in the Mediterranean. This 

might even lead to the birth of two new Fleets. One in Russia in St Petersburg and the other in Morocco. The 

First will be for merit of the German, Pomerania, Ukraine and Poland Fleets. The Morocco one would be merit 

of the Area 1 Commodore. 

PFW is preparing the participation to ECOMED 2021 https://eco-med.it/  that is a Mediterranean Convention 

on eco sustainability. The Convention is led by an IYFORIAN Catania University Professor who is also a 

https://eco-med.it/


Member of the PFW Technical Team. Iyforians, Rotarians and non-Rotarian, expert in this sector will 

contribute from any part of the world with reports and interviews. 

 

I am sure that the time spent in organizing Op PFW in the pandemic period will start to reward those who in 

the 3 Areas have dedicated care, patience, professional skill and attention for the plastic waste problem. 
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